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sensible
sedans

$25,000 or thereabouts can buy you a fair

bit of car these days. Just how much, we 

decided to find out by pitching Suzuki’s SX4 Liana S 

against the Honda Civic VTi and Kia Cerato SLi.
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PHOTOS, 
FROM LEFT: 
Cerato features 
styling by ex-Audi 
designer Peter 
Schreyer. Liana 
surprises with its 
performance.
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IN LAUNCHING THE new 2010 SX4 range, 

Queensland-based Suzuki Auto Co reintroduced the 

Liana name plate on the sedan among what is a five 

model all-wheel-drive and two-wheel-drive hatch 

and sedan line up. 

Across the range is a more powerful, better 

fuel efficient, 2.0-litre engine, electronic stability 

control and choice of a new six-speed manual 

transmission or (for the first time) continuously 

variable transmission (CVT). And rear disc brakes are 

now standard on the sedan which is available in one 

trim specification, the two-wheel-drive S series – the 

focus of our comparison.

Kia has also been busy. Last year, the Korean car 

maker released its new ‘from the ground up’ Cerato, 

available in S, Si and SLi models, which has since 

been joined by a sharp-looking two door coupe, 

called the Koup.

Longer and wider than its predecessor, the Cerato 

sedan also has a bigger boot and smarter body 

styling with a 2.0-litre engine producing more power 

and torque. Our test car was the top of the range SLi 

with four-speed auto transmission. 

Not to be outdone, Honda has upgraded its 2010 

Civic line up. Dual front, side and curtain airbags are 

now standard on all models, following on from the 

inclusion of vehicle stability assist (AKA electronic 

stability control) across the range in 2009. Two new 

colours – Dyno Blue and Habenero Red – jazz up the 

palette choices and the VTi-L model has scored new 

ten-spoke alloy wheels.

The entry level VTi – the volume seller of the 

range – best matches up on price with the Liana S 

CVT and Cerato SLi auto. However, Honda supplied 

the higher specification (and, hence, dearer) mid-

range VTi-L which adds driver’s side auto up/down 

window, outside temp display, 60/40 split fold instead 

of single fold, alarm, 16-inch alloys with larger tyres 

and six-stack CD complete with steering wheel audio 

controls.

To complete our four door, petrol driven 

comparison line up, we also tried to include the 

strong selling Holden Cruze 1.8 CDX and Subaru 

Impreza R autos, but unfortunately Holden only had 

a diesel variant available while Subaru could only 

provide a hatch and not sedan.

VALUE FOR MONEY
The Civic VTi-L blows out in price among this 

company, going from $25,290 for the VTi auto to 

$28,990. The Cerato is cheapest at $25,190, $300 less 

than the Liana.

According to Glass’s Guide, the Honda holds up 

best in residual value. With no figures available for 

the VTi-L, the pricier Sport four-door sedan is said 

to have 70/66/64/60 percent values over one to four 

years. This compares with 67/65/53/49 for Liana and 

64/58/54/51 for Cerato.

Running costs over five years or 75,000 km (taking 

into account scheduled servicing, insurance and our 

standard sample of consumable parts) favour Cerato 

($5908) narrowly from Liana ($5990) with Civic 

slightly dearer ($6293), due in part to Honda’s shorter 

service intervals.

All sip 91 RON unleaded, with Civic on paper 

holding a slight advantage in claiming 7.2-litres/

100 km over Liana 7.6 and Cerato 7.9. On test, the 

former returned 7.6, the Suzuki 7.9 and the Kia 8.5 

– all commendably close to their Australian Design 

Rules combined cycle figures.

When it comes to warranty, Kia’s five year/

unlimited kilometre coverage emphatically tops the 

Japanese pair’s three year/100,000 km offerings.

Our trio comes pretty well equipped for standard 

features (see page 48). 

STARTERS: HONDA CIVIC VTI-L, KIA CERATO SLI, SUZUKI SX4 LIANA S.
TESTERS: BARRY GREEN, JOHN EWING, GREG MCMANUS.



PHOTOS, 
FROM LEFT:
MY10 Civic lives up 
to its predecessor’s 
reputation. Our
test trio all 
represent good 
buying.
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However, the VTI-L misses out on front fog lights 

as standard, but has a fire retardant interior, fuel 

tank rollover valve and speed sensitive volume 

compensation to the audio system which has two 

front and two rear speakers. 

Cerato boasts a six-function trip computer and 

auto off headlights (the others have an audible 

warning), rear parking sensors, six speakers (in the 

front and rear doors) and front tweeters.  

Liana gets keyless start, cargo light, rear spoiler, 

front passenger side under seat storage, fold down 

front arm rests, five speakers (in the front and rear 

doors as well as centre of the dashboard) and four 

tweeters (front and rear). 

DESIGN & FUNCTION
All can claim an immobiliser and central locking 

with remote for doors and boot, but the VTI-L is 

alone in having an alarm (something its cheaper VTi 

sibling doesn’t).

As might be expected on a car of this price, there 

is no lumbar support or cushion tilt, let alone power 

adjustment or leather trim to any of the seats. 

The driver gets manual seat slide and height/back 

adjustment and a footrest.

Cerato’s seat – with the longest cushion - is 

comfy initially, but doesn’t endure as well as the 

firmer Civic and Liana items. Appearances can be 

deceptive – the latter looks like it has way more 

driver headroom, but we put the rakish Civic equal. 

Kia claims a best in class for front leg room, but our 

measurements (from leading edge of the seat to 

brake pedal) suggested the Honda was a tad better. 

Overall, for driver comfort, we rated Civic best ahead 

of Liana and Cerato. 

In the space race, the Honda measures up as the 

longest in body from the Kia and Suzuki, Cerato 

the widest ahead of Civic and Liana and the latter 

tallest by fair margin with very little between the 

others.  Cerato has a claimed best in class boot space 

(415 litres) and it’s also trumps among our trio for 

rear seating. With three adult males aboard, the Kia 

convinced as having the widest seat and best outer 

head room as well as ample foot room. All would 

carry three smaller passengers capably.   

For practicality, Civic is a point ahead of its 

opposition, though none is perfect. All have flat 

floors, but boot hinges impinge on space, internal 

load lips hamper access and there’s some intrusion 

to the cargo areas. None of the 60/40 split fold rear 

seats fold completely flat. 

Each scores a full complement of headrests except 

Cerato, which misses out on the centre rear, and all 

have active front headrests as well as three child 

restraint anchorages mounted conveniently on the 

back ledge. Liana and Cerato also have a pair of 

ISOFIX child seat anchorages. Cerato boasts a full 

size alloy spare wheel and Civic a full size steel item, 

while Liana carries a space saver. 

 The Suzuki takes a hit in terms of ergonomics, 

where it is alone in not having steering reach 

adjustment. All come with steering tilt adjustment 

and steering wheel mounted controls. Civic 

impresses with its digital speedo that is easy to read.

Not so user friendly are its triangulated A-pillars, 

which are hard to see around. However, Liana’s 

similarly configurated items obscure the view even 

more.

ON THE ROAD
When it came to putting the foot down, Liana 

proved something of a revelation. The least sporty 

looking of the trio really raised its skirts, sprinting 

away to top five of our six acceleration tests. Only 

from 0-60 km/h was it slow to get going. Here, 

Cerato and Civic proved equal, with the former also 

THANKS TO MT BREWERY FOR ASSISTANCE WITH OUR PHOTO SHOOT ON LOCATION 
AT MT TAMBORINE.
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matching the Suzuki over the standing 400 m. 

The results pretty well validated our ‘everyday’ 

driving impressions. The Kia has a nice, light 

throttle, engendering a feeling of being eager and 

willing. But, comparatively, it runs out of urge in the 

mid range.

Civic was different again. Thanks to its light 

weight, it proved quick off the mark but, in typical 

Honda fashion, is happiest in the higher rev range, 

coming on strong around 3500 rpm and continuing 

to pull to its 6750 redline. 

The various transmissions all proved smooth 

operators (although the Honda could sometimes be 

felt hunting for a gear), albeit offering a different 

way of going about the job. Civic’s five-speed 

transmission can be driven in auto mode only, 

whereas Cerato comes with sequential stick shift 

and Liana’s CVT a sequential stick shift and steering 

wheel mounted paddles.

The Honda took the points for ride quality, being 

firm but compliant over all surfaces, with the Suzuki 

not far behind. The Kia was a match around town, 

but out on bumpy back roads felt unsettled and less 

convincing.

At 10.6 m, Liana and Civic boast the best turning 

circle, some 0.18 m tighter than Cerato, but all are 

easy to manoeuvre. The latter is aided by nice, light 

steering, but what is a convenient touch at low speed 

develops into something less assuring at higher 

velocity. Here, its power hydraulic rack and pinion 

steering feels too quick and vague. Over rough roads, 

there is also some rack rattle.

Liana’s steering is better weighted, although it 

too exhibited rattle. But much like the three bears’ 

porridge, Civic’s was just right, impressing with 

its weighting and progression and an absence of 

kickback. There is little between the three for grip 

levels, with all hanging on assuredly over all types of 

going.

Brakes wise, our trio is fitted with the combination 

of ventilated front and solid rear discs. In normal 

use, both Cerato and Liana’s pedal felt progressive 

and reassuring, whereas Civic’s was a little wooden. 

Put to the test, in a series of emergency stops from 

80 km/h, it was advantage Suzuki with Liana pulling 

up in an impressive average of 22.9m to Cerato’s 24.5 

m and Civic’s 25.2 m.

Our noise meter tests showed that while Civic 

was quietest at idle, it got more raucous under 

acceleration from 50-80 km/h (as its smaller, higher 

revving engine went to work) and at a steady 80 

km/h. Here, Liana proved slightly quieter than Cerato.

CONCLUSION
A vast improvement over its predecessor, Cerato 

represents good value for the money, offering plenty 

in terms of warranty, safety, space and a lengthy 

standard equipment list. However, weight handicaps 

its performance potential, and handling and ride 

quality falls away when the going gets rough. 

In some ways, Liana proved the surprise packet, 

particularly by way of performance. Close to Cerato 

on price, it’s a practical proposition that offers plenty 

by way of comfort, safety, ride, handling and braking. 

Ergonomics (the afore-mentioned triangulated 

A pillars and no steering reach adjustment) is its 

weakness. 

That leaves the Civic. Upwards of $3500 on a 

$25,000 vehicle cannot be readily discounted, so the 

VTi-L takes a bigger hit for Value for Money than our 

comparison preference, the VTi. That said, the Honda 

acquits itself well enough in Design and Function and 

On the Road for us to argue it was the best on test.

visit www.roadahead.com.au/motoring
MORE
INFO

RACQ CAN HELP WITH CAR FINANCE. CONTACT 1300 361 316 OR VISIT 
WWW.RACQ.COM/LOAN. FOR RACQ INSURANCE, CALL 13 1905 OR VISIT 
RACQ.COM
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How they 
stack up!

 HONDA CIVIC  KIA CERATO SUZUKI SX4
 VTi-L SLi LIANA S
PRICE^ $28,990 $25,190 $25,490

Country of Origin Thailand South Korea Japan

STANDARD FEATURES (S: standard; NA: not available; Opt/$: option)

Auto transmission 5-spd w/- Grade Logic 4-spd CVT

Climate control airconditioning S S S

Alloy wheels S (16”) S (17”) S (17”)

Tyres 205/55 R16 215/45 R17 205/50 R17

Spare wheel type Full size steel Full size alloy Space saver

CD player/power windows S (6-stack)/S S/S S/S

Driver’s seat height adjustment S S S

Steering height/reach adjustment S/S S/S S/NA

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Airbags (dual front/side/curtain) S S S

ABS/EBD/BA/ESC/TC S S S

Seatbelt pretensioners (front) S S S

Height-adjustable seatbelts (front) S S S

Crash rating (ANCAP)   

PERFORMANCE

Engine 1.8-litre inline SOHC 4-cyl 2.0-litre inline DOHC 4-cyl 2.0-litre inline 4-cyl

Max. power (kW @ rpm) 103 @ 6300 115 @ 6200 112 @ 6200

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm) 174 @ 4200 194 @ 4300 190 @ 4000

Kerb weight (kg) 1210 1359 1295

0-100 km/h (test average, 2 occupants)  10.7 10.5 10.1

Braking from 80 km/h (test average) 25.2 m 24.5 m 22.9 m

FUEL/ENVIRONMENT

Fuel type 91 RON ULP 91 RON ULP 91 RON ULP

Average (litres/100 km, as tested) 7.6 8.5 7.9

Tank (litres/range (km, as tested) 50/658 52/612 50/633

Environmental rating (GVG)   

CO2 emissions (g/km) 171 187 178

SERVICING/TYPICAL REPLACEMENT PARTS PRICES

Warranty (yrs/km) 3/100,000 5/unlimited 3/100,000

Est. servicing costs to 75,000 km $1638 (80,000 km) $1531 $1294

Tyres/brake pads/rotors, oil/air filters $1433 $1772 $1351

Windscreen wiper blades (2) $52 $33 $34

INSURANCE COSTS (annual^^) $654 $578 $578

^^Based on an RACQ Insurance comprehensive policy for a 35-year-old male, maximum no claim bonus, vehicle financially unencumbered, and $500 

excess. Postcode 4066. Multi-policy and RACQ member loyalty discounts may apply.

STAR RATINGS

Value for money   

Design and function   

On the road   

Overall   

^NEW CAR PRICES WHERE QUOTED ARE MANUFACTURERS’ LIST PRICES AND DO NOT INCLUDE STATUTORY AND DELIVERY CHARGES. PRICES 
CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINTING. SEE RACQ.COM/NEWCARS FOR MORE NEW CAR REVIEWS. RACQ CAN HELP WITH FINANCE, INSURANCE 
AND VEHICLE INSPECTIONS. CALL 13 1905 OR VISIT WWW.RACQ.COM.AU.




